
1 Intersecting Rectangles

Given the integer coordinates of two, rectilinear (ie. axis-aligned) rectangles, your program
must output the area of their intersection.

Example:

Input: For each rectangle, you are given the (x,y) coordinates of the top-right and bottom-
left corners. These are (trx1, try1) and (blx1, bly1) respectively for the first rectangle, and
(trx2, try2), (blx2, bly2) for the second.

Output: Print to the console a single number, representing the area of the intersection of
the two rectangles. If they do not overlap, 0 should be printed.

Target complexity: O(1)
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2 Smallest Triangles

You will be given an array A of integers which represent possible sides of a triangle. Your
task is to find the three sides in this array which form the valid triangle with the smallest
perimeter.
A triangle is valid if its sides satisfy the triangle inequalities (where P, Q, R are indices into
the array A):
A[P]+A[Q]> A[R]
A[P]+A[R]> A[Q]

A[Q]+A[R]> A[P]

Example: For the array A = [14, 1, 5, 11, 0, 15, 6, 28], the smallest perimeter is formed
with A[0], A[2], A[3], giving a perimeter of 5+ 11+ 14 = 30. In this case, your program
should output 30. Note that 1, 5, 6 are not valid sides for a triangle, since the inequalities
given above use > and not ≥.

Input: You are given an array of integers, A.

Output: Print to the console a single number, which should be the value of the minimal
perimeter. If no valid triangle can be formed, print -1.

Target complexity: O(n · log(n)) where n is the number of elements in A
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3 The Knight’s Sprint

A standard knight piece from the game of chess stands at the centre of a chessboard which is
infinite in all directions. Any square on this board can be identified with a coordinate (x, y).
We will assume that the knight starts at position (0, 0). Your task is to compute, given any
input coordinate (x, y), whether the knight can reach this square, and if so find the smallest
number of moves required to get there from its starting position.
(One ‘move’ for a knight is 2 squares in any direction, followed by 1 square in a perpendicular
direction.)

Figure 1: A single move of a knight piece

Example: The knight can reach (2, 1) in 1 move, (2, 0) in 2 moves, (1, 0) in 3 moves,
(5, 1) in 4 moves.

Input: A pair of integers x and y which give the coordinates of the square the knight must
reach.

Output: A single number, giving the number of moves in the shortest route the knight can
take from (0, 0) to (x, y). If the knight cannot reach (x, y), your program should output -1.

Target complexity: O(1)
Warning - this is hard! Like really, really hard. A working exponential time solution will still
be given plenty of points.
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